Device and Device SDK Working Group
Notes for January 20 2020

Status updates

- Design for Discovery – changes made in light of feedback. Further review needed at edgex-docs PR #67

- Design for Array types – this is now final

- Internal API changes – to avoid breaking changes in v1.2 we will introduce a new internal API and maintain the old one until v2.0, as we are doing with the REST API

- Visual Inference Device Service – a presentation on this is now scheduled for the meeting on February 3\textsuperscript{rd}

- \texttt{-name} flag – not implemented in Go SDK. Issue #435 raised. Implementation in Geneva will depend on the outcome of discussion re: use of the profile flag instead

- \texttt{-overwrite} flag – not implemented in C SDK. Issue #223 raised. Dave Rensberger has volunteered to fix in Fuji